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PROBLEM SPACE 



Problem and Proposed Solution   

•  Baltimore Orchard Project currently 
connects its volunteers through meet 
ups coordinated through an email 
distribution list. 

•  Chance to miss emails 

•  Information on orchard health is lost 

•  Difficult to connect volunteers with one 
another and track those who sign up for 
events  

We are proposing the development of a social 
networking application which will: 

•  Provide a space for volunteers to better 
identify themselves 

•  Connect with like-minded individuals 

•  Inform volunteers of orchard status and 
events important to the individual 

•  Provide a more efficient way for interested 
Baltimoreans to sign up and volunteer 



RECAP OF RESEARCH &  
EXISTING WORKS  



Social Media Hurdles 

●  Many organizations fail to develop, maintain, and 

cultivate relationships 

●  Problem reaching diverse stakeholders: team 

members,volunteers, donors, public, other 

NPOs, press 

●  Small organizations strained for manpower/

resources 

●  Multiple personnel responsible for different 

outlets creates inconsistency with 

responsiveness and messaging 

●  Organization procedures create slow response to 

community 

●  Followers show minimum support or don’t take 

real action 

 

●  Use the right outlet to send the right message to 

the right person 

●  Create engaging content to develop narrative and 

make emotional connection 

●  Embrace Volunteers, give more opportunities for 

volunteers to do more 

●  Provide clear roles and time requirements for 

volunteers 

●  Recognize volunteers and their contributions 

●  Proximity - people more interested in what 

happens around where they live 

●  There is no substitute for strong ground game 

Volunteer Recruitment Best Practices 



CityFruit.org 

Location: Seattle, Washington 

•  use volunteer stewards to organize groups of 
local community members. 

•  have pages devoted to specific orchards 
making it more localized. 

•  offer a volunteer calendar on their website 
giving specific invitation to action, not just a 
general call for help. 

•  provide recognition to their volunteers with a  
“featured volunteer” area. 



Waterlow Park Orchard 
Location: United Kingdom 

•  single orchard that was developed through 
Urban Orchard Project. 

•  have devoted website and twitter page to 
organize local community. 

•  gives personal voice to orchard, speaks from 
the perspective of the orchard. 

•  media shows off progress of trees and 
orchard as well as volunteer efforts creating 
story narrative. 



PAPER PROTOTYPE 



Welcome and Login 



Registration 



Home Dashboard 



My Orchards 



Orchard Dashboard 



TESTING METHODOLOGY 



Compare current BOP volunteer sign up with proposed solution. 

●  Have user navigate to BOP’s existing volunteer sign up. 
 
●  Get feedback on current website and form. 

 
●  Have user continue with prototype at volunteer page. 

 
●  Paper prototype became more co-development with participant. 

 
●  All pages were reviewed and scrutinized. 

 



Provided benefits beyond prototype design 

●  Received feedback for existing that BOP can act on immediately 
 
 
 
●  Provided new insights on motivation and perspective of existing 

and potential volunteers 
 
 
 
 



Anthony 

Fruit and Nut Tree Academy graduate 

Retired 

Attended a few events within BOP 



Pamela 

Not associated with BOP 

Retired 

Volunteer in her Community 

 



Design evolution and takeaways 

●  Eliminated friend invite/connect during registration 
 
●  Discussed having map of orchard 

 
●  Discussed maintaining individual tree history 

 
●  Combined login and sign-up into one screen 

 
●  Participants like idea of having specific roles 

 
●  Use less technical language on current BOP website 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



TECHNICAL PROTOTYPE 



Welcome and Login 



Registration (1/2) 



Registration (2/2) 



Home Dashboard 



My Orchards 



Orchard Dashboard 



Prototype Feedback: 
 

•  Put more focus on volunteers and events, less on social media aspects 

•  Remove friends and photos section 

•  Use cleaner map 

•  Less busy/smaller text chunks 

In-class peer review 



Not associated with BOP 
Has volunteered for literacy group helping young male how to read 
Potential interest in orchards, but time availability restrictions 
Preferred communication method: Email or website 
 
Prototype and BOP website Feedback: 

•  BOP should better explain what completing volunteer form 
means 

•  Better indicate “sign up” or “register” for interested viewers 
•  Asked “why is age group important?” during registration 
•  Thought message board send button was associated with 

event RSVP 
•  Wants to see the orchard location map under the Orchards 

button 

James   
“When you give back, you gain a great deal.”  
 



Alphonso 
“It’s Important to give back.” 
 Not associated with BOP 

Has volunteered coaching baseball 

Not interested in orchards 

Preferred communication method: Email 

Prototype and BOP website Feedback: 

•  BOP needs to do better job indicating what current volunteer 
signup form is for 

•  Site map should better indicate information about orchard 

•  Helpful to see who are the volunteers for an orchard and an 
event 

•  Better than their current BOP site, clear path on what to do 

 



Not associated with BOP 
Has volunteered through church distributing sandwiches 
Thought that BOP sounded interesting 
Preferred communication method: Text 
 
Prototype and BOP website Feedback: 
 

•  Went through tasks easily 

•  Expected a special section for Orchard Stewards 

•  Wanted feedback when signing up for a role that requires approval 

•  Wanted more information from orchard sitemap 

•  BOP current site requires too much scrolling 

•  No confident he would hear back from BOP email sign up 

•  Said that the social media approach creates a personal connection 

Greg 
 “I want to give back.” 
 



Not associated with BOP 

Has volunteered through various programs at church  

BOP may be a good volunteer effort for youth  

Preferred communication method: Phone Calls & Email 
 
Prototype and BOP website Feedback: 
 

•  The current site didn’t represent Baltimore 

•  Wants to see images of how BOP impacts the community 

•  Terminology on BOP site was over her head 

•  Wanted to know who can volunteer, is there an age limit and 
what would you be doing. 

•  Had trouble distinguishing “I’m New” vs “Login” 

•  Needed more details in My Orchards to show what events are 
happening 

•  RSVP needs to show more details about the event location and 
the Orchard 

Pamela 
“I can make a difference in people’s lives.” 
 



Overall Prototype Feedback 

•  More applicable navigational bar 

•  More extensive registration form 

•  Clearer map of Baltimore’s neighborhoods and maps 

•  Allow users of the network to more easily volunteer 

•  Make home dashboard more event-driven 



DESIGN EVOLUTION 



Before 

Orchard Map  

After 



Menu Bar 

Before & After 



Welcome Page 

Before After 



LESSONS LEARNED & 
FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS 



The Big Picture 

•  People felt more connected with orchards and events nearby 

•  People want to see upcoming events, not wait for emails 

•  Continue using emails in conjunction with web postings and other outlets 

•  Users want to be reassured of necessary skill level to volunteer 

•  Volunteers prefer to have a role with indication of time commitment 

•  Log in gave people sense of ownership 

•  Volunteers have some interest in interacting with one another 

 

 



General advice for BaltimoreOrchardProject website 

•  Better communicate what signing up to volunteer means 

•  Simplify language used for those who may not already know about orchards 

•  Use images that represent Baltimore 

•  Show the receiving end of the BOP efforts (such as the food banks, food 
trucks or people receiving food) 

•  Incorporate interactive map into main navigation 

•  Expand the distribution of info to better inform volunteers of news and events 
in the city 

 



Going Forward 
•  Incorporate feedback into existing BOP website 

•  Focus design on administrative tasks for BOP employees, ambassadors, and 
stewards 

•  Incorporating automatic updating/response with tools like IFTTT 

•  Decide on extent of development 

•  Expand current site with interactive map and orchard landing pages 

•  Create orchard pages on existing social media network (facebook, twitter, etc.) 

•  Develop volunteer profiles to give users more personal experience and buy-in 

•  Develop proposed fruit and nut tree network 



Short Demo 
http://2qphv5.axshare.com/ 

Tasks 

1. Interested resident viewing an 
orchard 

2. Fruit & Nut Tree Academy 
graduate first registering for the 
application 

3. User RSVPing for an event 

4. User exploring an orchard’s 
tree and site map information 



Thank You. Any Questions? 

Julian Andrews, Janisa LaSalle, Michael Satzinger 
University of Baltimore 

 


